
Once per in-game hour, you can reroll a failed skill check. Give 
the GM your special ability token when you use this ability. 
The GM will return it when your power has recharged.
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biopsionics metapsionics
biostasis  level 1  pp: 1
with a touch, the biopsionic may restore to life 
a being that has been dead for no more than 1 
hour. The target is revived with 1 hit point and 
regains consciousness. The target must receieve 
medical attention for their injuries within 1 hour of 
revival, or die again. This power does not function 
on beings that have been utterly torn apart or 
disintegrated, nor those dead of poison, disease, or 
old age. system strain (target and psychic): 3.

psychic healing level 2  pp: 3
The biopsionic banishes stress, fatigue, and 
wounds with a touch. each activation of this power 
heals 1d8 hit points  in the target, plus the target’s 
cOn modifier. a minimum of 1 hit point is always 
healed, and the psychic cannot give a subject more 
hit points than their normal maximum. system 
strain (target): 1

purge toxin level 3  pp: 5
The psychic can force the elimination of a disease 
or poison from a target. each invocation of the 
power on a target allows them to make an 
additional physical condition saving throw against 
the illness or poison at a +2 bonus, plus the target’s 
cOn modifier. if the target died due to a poison or 
disease within the 60 seconds, a successful save 
restores them to life at 1 hit point. This power does 
not function against genetic illnesses or conditions 
present from birth. system strain (target): 1

invincible stand level 4  pp: 7
This power allows the target to continue to act 
even when their hit points have been reduced to 
zero or below. The effect lasts only to the end of 
the psychic’s next turn, and the subject will die 
regardless if brought to -30 hit points. if the target 
is at negative hit points when the power ends they 
must make a physical effect saving throw or die 
on the spot. if successful, they live with 1 hit point. 
This power may be used as a free action. system 
strain (target, per round): 1

augment ability level 5  pp: 9
The psychic boosts the physical capabilities of a 
target within line of sight. for five minutes, the 
subject gains either +1 to their dex or sTr modifier. 
This power can be used up to twice on a single 
target, either adding +1 to both modifiers or +2 to 
one. system strain (target): 1 

all metapsionic abilities last for five minutes, 
unless noted otherwise.

psychic harmonization  level 1  pp: 1
The psychic becomes resistant to hostile psionic 
forces. Gain a +2 bonus to all saving throws versus 
psionic effects for the duration of this power. while 
this ability is active, the psychic can also determine 
whether or not a person they are touching has any 
psychic abilities, though not specific disciplines.

psionic static field level 2 pp: 3
for the duration of this power, activating any 
psionic ability within line of sight of the psychic 
costs psi points as if the power were one level 
higher. The psionic and her allies are not affected, 
and multiple static fields do not stack in effect.

metapsionic concert level 3 pp: 5
while touching one or more willing allies, those 
involved can freely redistribute their psi points 
among all participants. no psychic in the concert 
can be left with more psi points than their normal 
maximum.

neural surge level 4 pp: 7
The psychic cannibalizes their neural activity to 
fuel their psionic powers. each round this power 
is active, the psychic takes 1d4 damage and gains 
twice that many psi points (up to their normal 
maximum). system strain (psychic): 1

cerebral path shift level 5 pp: 9
The metapsionic temporarily alters the psychic 
pathways in their own or another’s mind. when 
used against a target in line of sight, the victim 
must make a Mental effect saving throw or lose 
mastery of all mastered psychic powers. The target 
may repeat the save at the end of each round to end 
this effect. when the metapsionic targets himself, 
he can treat any one known psionic power of level 
4 or lower as mastered for the duration of the path 
shift. (if this power is mastered, only the offensive 
use has its power point cost reduced to zero.)

metamorph level 6  pp: 11
The psychic changes their physical appearance 
to that of any creature of the same species. a 
specific other creature can only be mimicked if 
it is within line of sight. unlike most biopsionic 
powers, this functions even if the “original” is 
unwilling. This alteration does not change the 
psychic’s statistics, and lasts for up to one hour. 
system strain (psychic): 1

psychic vitality level 7  pp: 13
The psychic emits a wave of biopsionic energy that 
invigorates and heals nearby allies. all creatures 
within twenty meters that the psychic considers 
allies gain 2d8 hit points plus twice their cOn 
modifiers, up to their normal maximum hit points. 
system strain (each target): 2

entropic resonance level 8  pp: 15
a living organism suffers a sudden breakdown of 
cellular integrity, taking 6d6 hit points of damage. 
On a successful Mental effect saving throw at a 
-2 modifier, this damage is reduced by half. as 
might be surmised, this biopsionic power works 
on unwilling targets, and can only affect a given 
creature once every 24 hours. 

nine lives level 9  pp: 17
This power automatically triggers when the 
biopsionic dies, assuming they have sufficient 
psi power remaining. The biopsionic appears to 
be dead to all non-psychic investigations, and 
indeed may be torn to pieces, mostly incinerated, 
or otherwise mangled. provided that the entire 
body is not burnt or dissolved, the biopsionic will 
gradually regenerate from the largest remaining 
body fragment over the course of one hour, reviving 
with full hit points. The biopsionic is aware of  
his surroundings while “dead”, and can forestall 
regeneration until attention has left his “corpse”. 
this power automatically maximizes the psychic’s 
system strain.

psychic backlash level 6 pp: 11
The metapsionic targets a psychic within unaided 
visual range. if the target fails a Mental effect saving 
throw, they suffer neural feedback when using their 
psionic powers, suffering hit point damage equal 
to half the power point cost. Mastered powers are 
treated as if they had their normal activation cost. 
The victim may make another Mental effect saving 
throw at the end of each round to end this effect.

armor of will level 7 pp: 13
while this power is in effect, the metapsionic may 
spend 5 psi points as a free action to reroll any 
failed saving throw or grant a reroll to any ally 
within line of sight. any given saving throw may 
be rerolled only once.

psychic avalanche level 8 pp: 15
while this power is in effect, the psychic can force a 
target in sight to reroll any successful saving throw 
against the metapsionic’s powers. This power can 
be applied only once to a given roll. system strain 
(psychic, per re-roll): 2

eye of the storm level 9 pp: 17
psychic powers ebb and flow at the metapsionic’s 
whim. while this power is in effect, the metapsionic 
becomes aware of the location and nature of any 
psionic power usage within 100 meters. psionic 
activations can be squelched at will unless the 
victim makes a successful Mental effect saving 
throw. The powers of the metapsionic and his allies 
cost 3 fewer psi points to activate than normal.



precognition telekinesis
omen level 1 pp: 1 
The precog may force a brief subconscious 
examination of future possibilities. The precog 
must have a relatively straightforward choice 
before her — perhaps to open a box, swallow a pill, 
or go into a spaceport bar. The precog will receive 
a distinct sense of whether following that course 
of action will result in physical injury or mental 
distress within the next ten minutes, according to 
the GM’s best judgment of likely outcomes. This 
power can be used only once per hour. 

terminal reflection  level 2 pp: 3 
This power triggers automatically when the psychic 
is likely to be unexpectedly injured within the next 
sixty seconds, and gives the psychic a single image 
of the probable damage. The warning comes in 
time for the precog to halt an action likely to result 
in injury. if the psychic chooses not to spend the 
activation cost after this power triggers, the sense 
goes numb for the next 24 hours. 

alternate outcomes  level 3 pp: 5 
when the psychic fails an attack roll, saving throw, 
or skill check she can immediately trigger this 
power to gain a second attempt at the roll. This last-
minute aversion destabilizes future probabilities, 
however, and the precog must voluntarily reroll a 
successful attack roll, saving throw, or skill check 
before she can activate this power again. rerolling 
a trivial success is not normally sufficient to rectify 
the probability debt. 

destiny’s shield  level 4 pp: 7 
The precog senses incoming attacks and 
instinctively moves to avoid them. This power 
can be triggered after a successful enemy hit, 
and forces a reroll of the attack. using this power 
clouds the precognitive’s responses with alternate 
possibilities; system strain (psychic): 1. 

forced outcome level 5 pp: 9 
The precognitive becomes capable of manipulating 
the immediate future. The precog may decide the 
outcome of any one simple random event in her 
presence. dice will roll the total she decides, coins 
will flip as desired, etc. The more external factors 
that influence the random event, the more difficult 
it is to control; anything that isn’t the outcome of a 
single mechanical event is generally too complex 
to control. 

cursed luck level 6 pp: 11 
The precog can knot a target’s future with a random 
spray of negative outcomes, trending their future 
towards injury and death. for five minutes after this 
power is triggered, the target rolls twice for any 
attack rolls or skill checks and takes the worst of 
the two rolls. characters who attack the target gain 
+2 to hit rolls. The target can subconsciously shake 
this effect for one round by making a successful 
Mental effect save at the beginning of the round. 

foretelling  level 7 pp: 13 
The precognitive’s powers of detection begin to 
extend beyond the immediate future. with ten 
minutes of focused meditation, the precog can 
activate this power for an impression of the next 
important event that is likely to involve them 
personally within the next week. brief images and 
visions are usually obtained, involving those people 
and locations most important to the event. if no 
important event is likely to happen within the next 
week, the power returns nothing. This ability can 
be used only once per week or until the foreseen 
event comes to pass, whichever comes first. 

not my time level 8 pp: 15 
This power triggers automatically when the psychic 
is about to die, provided they have sufficient 
psi power to activate it. Once triggered, events 
conspire to leave the psychic alive and relatively 
safe, no matter how improbable the outcome: the 
nuclear bomb fails to detonate, the bandits leave 
her for dead, the starship plunging into a black hole 
manages to launch a lifeboat in time, et cetera.

strange attractor level 9 pp: 17 
The precog shifts to physically inhabit multiple 
lines of possibility. On triggering this power, the 
precog effectively splits into two people, both of 
whom can then perform a full round of actions, 
albeit neither can activate other psychic powers. 
The two possibilities can move and act separately, 
and both have identical sets of equipment. The 
aspects take damage separately, but share the 
same pool of psi power for any relevant purposes. 
at the end of the round, the psychic chooses one 
of the two possibilities; the other vanishes along 
with their equipment, though the consequences 
of their actions remain.

unless otherwise specified, the activation of a 
telekinetic power lasts for five minutes. attempting 
to manipulate an item being held or worn by 
another person is difficult; psychic interference 
allows them to make a Mental effect saving throw 
to foil the attempt. Telekinesis cannot lift the 
psychic or the surface he is standing on unless 
specifically noted otherwise. when not otherwise 
noted, a psychic can move an object up to 40 meters 
per round. 

remote manipulation level 1 pp: 1 
Th e psychic can manipulate any object visible 
to his unaided vision as if handling it with one 
hand. The force has an effective strength of 10 
and can be used to wield an object to attack at a 
-2 penalty to hit and using the relevant combat 
skill of the psychic.

telekinetic press level 2 pp: 3 
The psychic’s strength increases at this level, if 
not his degree of control. Objects can still only 
be manipulated as if with one hand, but up to two 
hundred kilos can be lifted, or force exerted as if 
sTr 18. This force lacks enough fine coordination 
to successfully attack a mobile target. 

complex manipulation level 3 pp: 5 
Much as remote Manipulation, but the psychic 
can now manipulate the object as if with two or 
more hands, simultaneously operating multiple 
switches, dials, or controls. Th is force suff ers no 
penalty when wielding an object to attack. 

telekinetic ram level 4 pp: 7 
The psychic can launch bursts of enormous force, 
albeit with limited control. This power does a 
number of eight-sided dice of damage equal to 
the psychic’s telekinesis discipline level, but the 
object to be struck must be immobile. This force 
can damage vehicles and other objects normally 
affected only by Gunnery-class weaponry. 

kinetic shield level 5 pp: 9 
The psychic begins to gain a finer control over 
powerful forces, and can defl ect physical 
projectiles and weapons that would otherwise 
strike them. This power can be used up to once 
per round after being hit by a successful physical 
attack; the attacker must reroll the hit and damage 
rolls and take the worse result. 

tk counterstrike level 6 pp: 11 
This power can be used up to once per round 
after being attacked by a physical weapon, such 
as a bullet, blade, or fist. The target must make a 
Mental effect saving throw; if successful, the attack 
is resolved as normal, but damage is rolled twice, 
and the lesser amount is taken by the psychic. if 
the target fails their Mental effect saving throw, 
the attack rebounds to hit them automatically for 
normal damage. 

bootstrap flight level 7 pp: 13 
The psychic becomes capable of lifting himself 
and up to four hundred kilos of gear or teammates 
for one round. The psychic must maintain 
concentration while flying, but can move at the 
rate of 120’ per round. 

kinetic bleed level 8 pp: 15 
The psychic develops more sophisticated control 
over kinetic energy.  while this power is in effect, 
the psychic ignores up to 40 points of damage 
from physical impacts, lasers, plasma, or other 
thermal effects. This shield lasts five minutes per 
activation, but the buffer itself does not regenerate 
until an hour has passed after its last use. 

mind over motion level 9 pp: 17 
while in effect, the psychic possesses a perfect 
command of kinetic forces within a twenty meter 
radius. any motion by an object massing less 
than three hundred kilos is subject purely to the 
psychic’s whim. each round that a living creature 
wishes to contest the eff ect they must make a 
successful Mental effect save at the beginning 
of the round. even success on this save will not 
terminate the power’s duration, though it will allow 
the subject to move freely for that round and launch 
projectile attacks as normal. projectile attacks 
launched from outside the zone invariably fail, as 
the attacker is not close enough for their psychic 
interference to block the psychic’s control. 



telepathy teleportation
unless otherwise specified, a particular telepathic 
power usage lasts for five minutes. a subject who 
makes a successful Mental effect saving throw 
against telepathic intrusion becomes immune to 
that level of telepathy for 24 hours, albeit not to 
other telepathic powers of different levels. 

empathy  level 1 pp: 1 
The user may determine the current emotions 
and any especially strong, emotionally-charged 
surface thoughts in the subject. This insight lasts 
only a few seconds. The target may make a Mental 
effect saving throw to prevent the mind-reading; 
on successful save, the psychic gains only an 
impression of their current emotions. 

metalinguistics level 2 pp: 3 
The psychic can understand the meaning of a 
sentient subject’s language, regardless of whether 
or not she speaks the language or even has the 
correct physiognomy to comprehend it. her words 
are understood in turn by the target. There is no 
saving throw against this power. 

mental link  level 3  pp: 5
The psychic can form a telepathic connection with 
a willing target, sharing words and images freely. 
The two must share a language to communicate 
verbally unless Metalinguistics is also used. The 
link persists until either of the participants ends 
it or the duration runs out. if the psychic masters 
this power, mental link durations last indefinitely. 
The psychic may not have more mental links active 
at once than they have levels in Telepathy. The link 
cannot reach beyond a single solar system. 

memetic probe  level 4  pp: 7
The psychic can dig relevant facts about one topic 
out of the target’s memories. The subject must be 
able to consciously remember the details involved. 
On a successful Mental effect saving throw the 
target resists this power.

surface telepathy level 5 pp: 9 
The psychic gains a steady perception of the surface 
thoughts of one target. a successful Mental effect 
saving throw by the target resists this power. 

psychic assault level 6 pp: 11 
The telepath launches a violent mental assault on 
a sentient life form. if the subject fails a Mental 
effect saving throw, they cannot act for 1d4 rounds 
and suff er a number of hit points of damage equal 
to the psychic’s telepathy discipline level x 1d4. 
This assault can be used on a given target only 
once per twenty-four hours. 

selective probe  level 7 pp: 13 
This power functions much like surface Telepathy, 
but allows the telepath to dip selectively into the 
target’s memory, retrieving remembered details 
about particular topics that appear in their surface 
thoughts. This power cannot recover details that 
the targets have themselves forgotten. a successful 
Mental effect saving throw by the target resists 
this power. 

deep memory probe  level 8 pp: 15 
This power functions much as Memetic probe, 
but it taps a deep level of subconscious and 
distributed memory in the target, allowing the 
psychic to observe memories that even the subject 
has forgotten. about an hour’s worth of experience 
can be perfectly reconstructed from the subject’s 
memory for every five minutes of deep memory 
analysis. 

overpowering will level 9 pp: 17 
This power can be triggered up to once per 
round as a free action after a target has made a 
successful Mental effect saving throw against one 
of the psychic’s powers. The target must reroll 
their saving throw at a -2 penalty and take the 
worse result.

Teleporting an unwilling target is difficult, as the 
psychic must sync with their mental signature at 
precisely the right moment for the teleport. for 
unwilling subjects, a successful unarmed attack 
roll is necessary to touch the target and the psi 
points for the teleport must be expended — and 
the character must teleport — whether or not the 
attack is successful. sentient targets must also 
fail a Mental effect saving throw to be teleported 
against their will. 

The psychic must have personally visited the 
target location at least once before jumping to it, 
or else be able to see it with unaided vision. The 
psychic cannot teleport to arbitrary locations. for 
example, he could not teleport to “Th e cargo bed 
of my grav sled,” without knowing where the grav 
sled was parked and having visited that location 
before. Teleporting equalizes velocity with the 
target surroundings; a free falling teleporter can 
jump harmlessly to the ground if it’s within range 
and the psychic has enough time to activate the 
power. 

Only advanced pretech shield technologies can 
prevent a teleporter from arriving at a location. 
The teleporter will instinctively abort jumps that 
would leave him embedded in solid objects or 
lethal surroundings, should the terrain at a target 
point have changed so since his last visit. psi points 
are expended normally even for failed jumps. a 
character who teleports can perform only free 
actions for the rest of the round. 

sidestep level 1 pp: 1 
The teleporter has unlocked the rudiments of the 
discipline. They can teleport up to 50 meters and 
carry up to 5 kilos of clothing, equipment, or other 
living organisms with them. 

Jaunt  level 2 pp: 3 
The psychic’s range increases to 200 meters and 
his mass limit to 10 additional kilos. 

spatial shift  level 3  pp: 5
The psychic’s range increases to 500 meters and 
his maximum additional mass limit rises to 20 
kilos. 

greater shift  level 4 pp: 7 
Teleportation range is now 1 kilometer, with up to 
40 additional kilos of gear or living compatriots. 

transit Jump  level 5  pp: 9
Teleportation range is now 3 kilometers, and 
maximum cargo mass increases to 200 kilos. 

extended transit  level 6 pp: 11 
The psychic’s range is now 10 kilometers and their 
maximum cargo mass is 400 kilos of gear. 

regional Jump  level 7  pp: 13
Teleportation range increases to 100 kilometers, 
and the maximum cargo mass increases to 800 
kilos. 

continental Jump  level 8  pp: 15
range increases to 1,000 kilometers and the 
maximum cargo mass is now 2,000 kilos. 

orbital warp  level 9  pp: 17
The teleporter now instinctively interfaces with 
the metagravitic field of planetary bodies, and 
can teleport to any valid location on a given world 
regardless of range. The teleporter can also jump 
from high orbit to the planet’s surface and vice-
versa. The maximum mass a teleporter of this 
level can shift is 4,000 kilos.



Once per combat, you may negate a successful attack made 
against you (you can wait until damage is rolled). Give the GM 
your special ability token when you use this ability.
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stars without number starship record
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/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

asset hp type attack counter location

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

facTiOn GOals & nOTes facTiOn GOals & nOTes



pc faction file

name

homeworld

tag

effect

tag

effect

force

cunning

wealth

hp
Max currenT

income

Faccreds

asset hp type attack counter location

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

facTiOn GOals

MissiOns, plans, & nOTes



name

class lvl xp

homeworld

background

training

name

class lvl xp

homeworld

background

training

name

class lvl xp

homeworld

background

training

name

class lvl xp

homeworld

background

training

pe t

me lk

ev pp

pe t

me lk

ev pp

pe t

me lk

ev pp

pe t

me lk

ev pp

weapon ab dmg

armor ac

weapon ab dmg

armor ac

weapon ab dmg

armor ac

weapon ab dmg

armor ac

str str

str str

dex dex

dex dex

con con

con con

int int

int int

wis wis

wis wis

cha cha

cha cha

hp hp

hp hp

skills / psionic disciplines skills / psionic disciplines

skills / psionic disciplines skills / psionic disciplines


